
POLICY: RACCOON TECHNOLOGIES INCORPORATED 2021 Dec 2nd

PUBLIC POLICY NOTICE
December 2nd, 2021 DOC # P2021-1202-22

I. Harassment of Officers

Be it known, claims in the 1996-1999 period of marriage to our officer were a fabrication to extort the
business of the President of Raccoon Technologies.  Reports of these claims, by a person alleging to be his 
wife falsely, were received in concert with complaint of formal abuse by a minor child in Norman, Oklahoma
against an independent business customer of the 925 E 9th Street office.

In 2002, these complaints were further complicated by public written wishing "death" upon the 
officer because an ISO 9660 (EMCA-119) CD did not read on a device the party had attempted to use.  
Rather than ask for a re-issue, the party engaged in threats and incitment of murder for the imagined 
"slight", aiding in other threats of mutilation and arson that precluded destruction of 7750 WILLOW WINDS 
COURT, Unit #224 Buliding 24 , Dallas Texas 74230.  Three animals were nearly burned alive in that fire.  
Assault at gunpoint November 2002 followed those events, with no retraction.  

Ongoing incidents in 2007 and 2009 and 2011 sustained this behavior toward our officer, witnessed by
other officers and in 2012 a Private Investigator hired due targeting of RACCOON TECHNOLOGIES 
INCORPORATED in this fraud to extort control over the newly formed company.

After contact November 13 2021, additional conduct in this class of fraud was undertaken, directing 
our staff to assume a defensive posture impacting 4Q 2021 deadlines.

Any participation in such activity will therefore be construed as criminal, including misrepresentation 
of our officers, staff, or their statements as if true and accurate in removal of context fundamental to a 
complex legal issue and privacy in commercial development and vendor relationships, employee security, 
and shareholder rights over such company and its products, so defined in "The Oklahoma Computer Crimes 
Act" 21 O.S. §21-1951.

Threats against children and women in association with those officers are documented in 
photographic letters to extort and blackmail assembled in 2013, and are not lawful "remonstrance" as they 
call for taking of property and interference in INTERSTATE COMMERCE and patents of the State of 
Oklahoma and United States granted full standing at law.  Activity in aid or support or redistribution of 
such content may constitute a felony crime per 21 O.S. §21-1533.

Neither harssing officers, their family members, or pets (21 U.S.C. §21-1173) is permissible, and 
efforts to engage in this activity similar to SOONERCON event activity, constituting a formal complaint of 
21 O.S. §21-1172.  This activity is very similar to "burning crosses" on the property in sight of persons to 
intimidate, and appears motivated by anti-Chickasaw ethnic slurs in prior and ongoing false claims 
pertaining the adoption of a child in 1975 in PONTOTOC COUNTY to extort the family from property based 
on ethnic characteristics and ethnic discrimination.
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II. FORMATS (CDROM)

Pursuant clarity - there are several formats of ISO 9660 in circulation:

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/ISO_9660

There are several extensions to ISO 9660 that relax some of its limitations. Notable examples include 
Rock Ridge (Unix-style permissions and longer names), Joliet (Unicode, allowing non-Latin scripts to be 
used), El Torito (enables CDs to be bootable) and the Apple ISO 9660 Extensions (macOS-specific file 
characteristics such as resource forks, file backup date and more).

Because the parent company used a PLEXOR CD Writer, some format options may not match all 
devices.  No malicious intent was present any any format issues.  Discovery of such claims contributed to 
our opinion of a criminal fraud evident in other language, exceptionally prohibited and instruction and 
training against such statements prior performed in 1997-1998 a violation of our terms of service for access
and use to company equipment, or to obtain anything of "value" from the firm on such false claim.

RACCOON TECHNOLOGIES INCORPORATED, the United States Corporation acquiring the network 
data and storage of all property from that period of 1998-2009 operation, probably still has the data you 
were seeking in legacy physical storage (SCSI 20 Mbps ribbon device with card).  

RACCOON TECHNOLOGIES INCORPORATED will not be coerced, threatened, or intimidated to 
perform services for forensic data retrieval 20 years after the property was abandoned and valid copy 
provided upon optical media then under ordinary (limited) warranty.  Nor will the firm sell the data or 
release such data, themed use limited license use of ADOBE Inc. products owned then by our client firm, or
suggest such offer to execute a filesystem search and manufacture a system to access data from that 
period.  Nor can we be certain it has survived the forced transport to and from Dallas Texas under threat 
and criminal interdiction efforts.  Files are retained solely for legal reference should such absurd claims 
arise again, suggesting false title to property and goods made with tools not licensed to you or your firm, 
legal person, or "d/b/a" activity.

Had you made timely request and not engaged in hostile and illegal threats, recovery would be a 
courtesy ordinarily tendered to other clients of RACCOON TECHNOLOGIES INCORPORATED where 
possible, and commencerate with our level of customer service.

Records indicate your abandoned property was stored in anticipation of retrieval for five (5) years in 
PONTOTOC COUNTY under contracted mini-storage, and you took no effort to recover such property 
despite no cost suggested to make collection or communicate a reasonable effort whatsoever to take 
possession.  Oklahoma Law permits the party to charge storage fees for such actions, and your right to 
decline such fees after end-of-lease, which was formalized then and additional time afforded by the Allen 
family to ensure return of any goods.  Mister Warner, on last contact, was still upset over your misuse of 
his shotgun to threaten Mr. Durham and accuse him of sexual harassment.  We have cleared Mr. Durham 
of all such complaint on discovery of stolen property themed "samples of GARRETT BOOK COMPANY" 
found amoung your things which  you reported returned to GARRETT BOOK COMPANY falsely.  These 
findings affirm our right to refuse any future requests and report all harassment.
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